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Many methodological tools can be applied to a matrix of trade flows in order
to obtain a division of the world into economic regions. But each method
relies on implicit theoretical considerations that are not always clearly ex-
pressed by researcher more interested in the application of new quantitative
tools than in the empirical discoveries on the organization of world economy.
On the other hands, researchers that focus on thematic results can be sub-
ject to the temptation to select the methodological tools that support their
epistemological or ideological point of view.
The purpose of this paper is to combine theoretical and methodological
points of view through an empirical application on the evolution of trade
flows at world scale during the period 1994-96 and 2004-06. This period is
indeed characterised by a major reorganization of the geographical distribu-
tion of trade flows at world scale.
1 Nodal regions based on dominant flows
Section written by Claude Grasland
The idea of nodal regions was firstly proposed by geographers and spatial
planners in the 1960s in order to delineate functional regions based on flows
between cities. The objective was to establish a hierarchy of central places
based on the intensity of flows. The aim of this section is to examine if, and
how, it is possible to apply this method to world division.
1.1 Concepts and bibliography
The delimitation of nodal regions by the method of dominant flows was pro-
posed for the first time by Nyusten and Dacey in 1968 but developed and
popularized by Taaffe and Gauthier in their reference book, Geography of
Transportation, published in 1973. Many variations and improvement of the
initial method has been proposed since this pioneer work, but the solution
proposed by these authors remains actually widely used by geographers and
spatial planners, because of the great simplicity of the solution and the gen-
eral efficiency of the results obtained. This method was initially applied to
bilateral information flows (telephone calls) between cities and it is not nec-
essary obvious to transpose directly this method to asymmetric trade flows
between countries. (1) The asymmetry of trade flows implies indeed that the
relation of domination are not necessary the same for import and export. (2)
States are areal units and not punctual object as cities, which mean that the
notion of polarization is considered here as more political than geographical.
An example of recent paper using this method for the analysis of trade can
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be found in Serano et al. (2007). The authors try to evaluation the prop-
agation of economic crisis between countries that are linked by a network
of trade. But the method they propose is based on the asymmetry of flows
(Fij − Fij) considered as a factor of potential perturbation.
1.2 Methodology: selected tools for world division
DOM_FLOW: The original method of dominant flows (Nyusten
and Dacey)
In the original formulation proposed by Nyusten and Dacey, a spatial unit i
is dominated by as spatial unit j if and only if two conditions are fulfilled:
(a) the maximum flow send by i is directed toward j and (b) the total sum
of in-flows from j is greater than the total sum of in-flows from i.








Let us take some example to illustrate the application of the rule.
If we consider the matrix of total trade in 2004-06, the maximum export
flow of Italy is directed toward Germany (47 685 M$) and the total import
of Germany (767 524 M$) is greater than the total import of Italy (376 023
M$). The rules (a) and (b) are therefore fulfilled and we will consider that
Italy is dominated by Germany for export trade.
In the case of Germany, the maximum export flow is directed toward
France (88 409 M$) but the total import of France (492 856 M$) is lower
than the total import of Germany. Therefore, Germany is not dominated
and is considered as a terminal node or dominant country.
The result of the analysis is the building of an oriented graph that pro-
duces a strict hierarchy of countries. For example, Bosnia is dominated by
Croatia, which is dominated by Italy, which is dominated by Germany. We
can derive from this graph a typology of countries:
• Dominant countries (Germany) are the top level of hierarchy as their
main flow is directed toward a country of lower level.
• Intermediate countries (Italy, Croatia) are at the same time dominated
and dominant.
• Dominated countries (Bosnia) are dominated by a country but are not
dominating others.
Concerning our objective to establish a partition of the world, a first
obvious solution is to consider that the number of regions of the world is
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derived from the area of influence of dominant countries. In mathematical
terms, each dominant country is the head of a tree (or water basin) that
defines the area that is directly or indirectly under its control.
DOM_IMP/DOM_EXP: An oriented version of the method
This method was originally applied to bilateral flows of telephone calls be-
tween cities, which means that the direction of flows was not important
(Fij = Fji). But in the case of trade, it is obviously not the case and we
can produce two different graphs of domination according to the direction of
flows.
• DOM_EXP is related to the domination of export countries by import
countries and reveals the power of the client that can decide to restrict
its import by means of different tools (protection of internal market,
external tariff, rules and norms, etc.).
• DOM_IMP is related to the domination of import countries by export
countries and reveals the power of the supplier that can decide to
restrict its export, for example in the case of high level technological
products able to produce weapons.
A good example of this difference is provided by Gabon. In terms of
export, this country is dominated by USA because the majority of exports
are based on oil that is bought by American companies. But in terms of
import, the dominant country for Gabon is France that has inherited from
the colonial period a strong position in the provision of manufacturing goods.
Possible variations
Basically, we can point two families of criticism that introduce different vari-
ants regarding rule (a).
Variation on the number of rank taken into account: They are many
situations where the difference of intensity between the first flow and the
following ones is very narrow, that introduce the risk of bifurcation in the
structure of the graph for minor changes that are not statistically signifi-
cant. For example, the first export flow of Italy is directed toward Germany
(12.6%) but the second one directed to France is very near (12.3%) and as
the sum of import of France is greater than the one of Italy, we can consider
that Italy is dominated in a nearly equivalent way by France and Germany.
It is not the case for Canada where the first flow of toward USA represents
83.1% of exports and the second one toward Japan represents only 2.5%
of exports. In this case, the consideration of the second flow is clearly not
justified.
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An interesting variation to Nyusten and Dacey initial formulation is to
replace the rule (a) by a rule based on a percentage of export. For example,
we can decide that a country is dominated if the % of export is equal to a
minimum value of 15%1. Following our previous examples, we can say that
Italy is not dominated because the threshold of export of 15% is not reached
and Italy will be therefore a dominant country. On the contrary, Belgium
will be dominated by both Germany (17.4% of export) and France (16.5%
of export). And Canada will be dominated only by USA (83.1%) but not
by Japan. The domination graph will become an oriented graph but not a
tree because one country can be dominated by more than one. The world
partition can be for example based on dominant countries as before, but
some dominated countries can belong to different clusters, introducing fuzzy
situations.
It is also possible to replace the criteria of total import (derived from the
flow matrix) by another criteria like GDP, if we consider that all economies
are not equally opened and that the size of import or export do not necessary
reflect the economic power of a country.
They are many possible variant around the initial method proposed by
Nyusten and Dacey (1968) and it is not possible to define a priori the best
mathematical solution. It is rather the comparison of results that does mat-
ter, and not the research of an “ideal” solution.
1.3 Application to trade data
The method of Nyusten and Dacey provides very interesting results when
applied to the CHELEM matrix of total trade in 1994-96 and 2004-06, espe-
cially if export and import are analysed separately (Figures 1 and 2).
As it was expected, the regionalization of the World appears different
when the domination is based on the “power of buyer” (dominant export
flows) or the “power of supplier” (dominant import flows). The results are
not limited to a division of the world but introduce also a hierarchy of states
(dominant, relay, dominated) with possibility of definition of sub-regions,
according to the influence area of relay countries.
Comparison through time appears of particular interest and the example
of dominant import flows in 1994-96 and 2004-06 reveals very clearly the
emerging power of China as “World factory”. More precisely, the comparison
reveals how the world has become “triadic” very recently and how Japan has
been overcome by China as dominant supplier in Easter Asia, Middle East
and part of Africa.
Comparison of different products appears also very promising and reveals
clearly that the pattern of domination can change very strongly in case of
1We can also modify the rule (b) in the same way, and consider that the dominant
country should have a sum of import not simply greater but 1.5 times greater than the
sum of import of the dominated one.
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segmentation of the model by products. For example, the situation of Russia
and Germany is completely reversed when dominant flows of import are built
for (1) Energy or (2) Machine. One difficulty appears with the CHELEM
database that is not fully disaggregated at state level and involves artifi-
cial aggregates of countries. In the case of Energy, it appears to be a real
problem in the area of Persian Gulf where all countries exporting oil (except
Saudi Arabia) are clustered in one single unit (with an over-estimation of
its domination as it is not a state with a coordinated policy). To evaluate
the biases introduced by this aggregate, we have elaborated a benchmarking
of results for a complete matrix of trade 1996-2000 that can be available at
state level (168x168) or aggregated according to CHELEM divisions (92x92).
The benchmarking of results (Figure 3) demonstrates that problems are gen-
erally limited (the main regions of the World remains equivalent) except in
the case of Subsaharian Africa and Middle East. For these two areas, the
diversity of domination is removed by the aggregation of CHELEM data.
1.4 Interest and limits
The preliminary experiments that has been realized on trade flows 1994-
96 and 2004-06 lead to the conclusion that the method of nodal region can
present a great interest for the objective of regionalization of EuroBroadMap:
• Simplicity: the method easy to understand and reproduce on various
datasets.
• Efficiency: the results of the method are consistent with major studies
on recent evolution of world trade (growing role of China, the relative
decline of Japan and USA).
• Sensitivity: the distinction of export and import is of particular inter-
est, as well as the distinction of domination by type of products.
But these advantages have to be balanced by some problems of the
method from both theoretical and empirical point of view.
Theoretical problems: the initial method is based on an assumption of
single domination based on first rank flows. This position is not obvious
and we can imagine variant of the methods where multiple domination are
allowed. This would fit better with strategies of minimization of risk that
are chosen by countries (that avoid having one dominant partner).
Empirical problems: the fact to choose states as building block of the
analysis is not a problem if we assume that trade is strongly related to na-
tional strategies. We can easily introduce commercial blocks in the model
(like EU or MERCOSUR) and measure their effect on the graph of domi-
nation. But what is more troubleshooting is the fact that the data are not
always available at state level and can be based on artificial aggregates.
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Figure 1: Graph of dominant trade flows - 1994-96 - All products - Export
(top) & Import (down)
All products - Export 1994-96
All products - Import 1994-96
In terms of export domination as in terms of import domination, the world
of 1994-96 was clearly divided in two influence area. The Pacific region is
dominated by USA with a major relay in Japan and secondary dominant
center in Brazil. The Euromed region is dominated by Germany with major
relays in Italy, France, Russia and Great Britain. The influence of the former
soviet empire remained very strong and all former soviet republics remained
strongly connected to Russia, especially for importations. China appeared
as a minor actor of the world trade system. Colonial links appeared always
strong, especially from African countries toward France and UK.
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Figure 2: Graph of dominant trade flows - 2004-06 - All products - Export
(top) & Import (down)
All products - Export 2004-06
All products - Import 2004-06
Very important changes can be observed in 10 years. In terms of export
the world of 2004-06 is always divided in two influence area controlled by
Germany and USA. But important changes can be noticed, especially with
the transfer of UK and other northern European countries toward USA in-
stead of Germany. In terms of import domination the modification are more
dramatic: the former USA regions is now limited to Americas and part of
Middle East. A third major area appears, dominated by China and Japan.
A fourth cluster appears in southern Asia, linking India and Pakistan to the
region A3 which is in fact a cluster of Iran and Iraq.
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The impact of aggregation from 168 states to 92 Chelem units on the results
appears more important for import domination as compared to export dom-
ination. The global divisions of the world are more or less the same (two
regions dominated respectively by USA and Germany) but many differences
appear in the detail. The best example is provided here by United Kingdom
(GBR): at state level, they are 7 countries directly dominated by UK and 10
if we take into account indirect domination through Kenya; but after aggre-
gation to CHELEM units, it remains only one country (Ireland) dominated
by UK, instead of 10.
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Figure 4: Dominant export trade flows in 2004-06
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Figure 5: Dominant export trade flows in 2004-06
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2 Functional regions based on Intramax procedure
Section written by Françoise Bahoken and Nuno Marques da Costa
The clustering procedures in statistics have two main objectives. The
first one aims to summarize spatial attributes in order to differentiate spatial
types and create means profiles. The second one aims to create new zoning
of the space based on the key concept in spatial organization which are the
“Functional Areas”. The main idea of such a zoning system is to define
a multi-level space typically based on flows data, included in some case a
contiguity criteria.
The aim of this section is to examine if, and how, it is possible to apply
a method of functional clustering to divide the world based on Chelem’s
international trades data, and if the spatial results are valid. To create the
functional areas on Chelem’s world division, we carried out an analysis using
a hierarchical clustering algorithm called Intramax procedure, incorporated
in Flowmap c© (Van der Zwan et al. 2003).
2.1 Concepts and bibliography
The concept of Functional Areas is clearly derived from the gravity model.
The more interactions between spatial units, the shorter the distance. Inter-
actions are then be observed as a measure of functional distances between
spatial units: high level of interactions indicates short level of functional dis-
tance. The spatial units close in terms of functional distance will be grouped
together in order to create functional regions.
In the context of flows, the zoning design problem is consider in one hand
as an alternative of administrative zoning systems depending on the Modifi-
able Area Unit Problem (MAUP); and in the other one, as Openshaw (1977)
said, as provided flows data that better match to theoretical requirement for
gravity modelling.
The zoning design problem have four main objectives (Alvanides et al.
2000):
• A data reduction in order to create a convenient level for spatial man-
agement and data reporting purposes;
• An optimization of the spatial representation performance so that the
partitioning minimize distortions and bias;
• A tool to make the flows visible in an understanding map form as a
useful description of spatial organization and flow structure;
• To enhance models performance by tuning the spatial aggregation to
generate more model friendly data.
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A main issue consists then on the choice of the objective function of the
zone design and their effects on the scale and the aggregation. This choice
has to be made according to the observed data and the problem investigated.
Several objectives functions (Alvanides et al. 2000) have been defined in the
1970s in the relevant literature in order to maximize or to minimize the intra
or the inter-zonal flows.
The first objective function suggested by Masser et al. was fully imple-
mented by Masser and Brown (1975) to study movement data for London
and Liverpool. That well-known method is the so-called Continuous Intra-
max Analysis developed by Masser and Scheurwater (1977). The Intramax





j(aij − a ∗ ij) for all i 6= j





Fij : the original matrix of flows between the origin i and the destination
j,
S: the sum of the observed flows in the original matrix Fij ,
F ∗ ij: the aggregated matrix (N ∗N) of the N spatial units,
a ∗ ij: the variation of the size of the row and column total.
The function merges together the N units step-by-step by maximizing
the proportion of the total interactions.
The second objective function is based on the suggestion of Hirst (1977)
to handle variations in the row and columns total on the residual values.





j(aij − a ∗ ij)
a ∗ ij for all i 6= j
This function is considered as the original Intramax model.
Broadbent (1969) noted that a basic objective of a good zoning system
is to ensure that it will produce more interaction between the spatial units
than within them (i.e. the intra-zonal interactions are smaller compared to
the inter-zonal interactions).
Masser and Brown (1978) noted that the Broadbent criteria is achieve
when 85-90% of the total number of flows cross a boundary and then refor-





with F ∗ ij the intra-zonal flows for the zoning system and S the sum of the
observed flows in the original matrix Fij .
This function had been commonly used with the Intramax one in order
to create zoning systems for gravity modeling where the requirement was
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to maximize the inter-zonal flows (intra-zonal flows are less represented in
gravity model).





Another methods of zoning systems from flows include contiguity con-
straints. One of them is the so-called Mirabelle, developed by the French
institute of statistics (INSEE). The Mirabelle function aims to design zone
system according to flows (Fij + Fji) and the mass (or weight) of flows (Mi
and Mj) which are for example the inhabitants of the zone or the margins
of the matrix.
2.2 The Intramax procedure
The original Intramax model has been implemented in the GIS program
Flowmap c© (http://flowmap.geog.uu.nl). The software is specialized in the
treatment and the analysis of flow data like migration and commuting flows,
network analysis, interaction analysis and gravity modelling (Flowmap c©
uses three types of data: flow data, distance tables and maps. All tables
can be done into Flowmap c© or import from *DBFIII format or/and other
current GIS software.
The Intramax analysis is a step-by-step procedure with no contiguity
criteria which carries out a regionalization of an interaction matrix.
At the first step, two spatial units are grouped together in order to cre-
ate another spatial unit. “The objective of the Intramax procedure is to
maximize the proportion within the group interaction at each stage of the
grouping process, while taking account the variations in the row and column
totals of the matrix” (Van Der Zwan et al., 2005). This implies that the






with Fij the interaction between the origin area i and the destination area





The function can be calculated in Flowmap c© for all Dj > 0 and for all
Oi > 0. A zone which has no in-flow or no out-flow has to be ignored and
suppressed from the matrix.
At the second step, the interaction between the two areas becomes in-
trazonal interaction for the new resulting areas. These two areas take the
place of the parent area at the next step of the procedure and so on. At the
end of the procedure, all the units are grouped and create a single spatial
unit. In the case of N areas, after N − 1 steps, all areas are grouped and all
interactions are intrazonal.
The result of the Intramax analysis is a:
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• A dendogram of the clustering;
• The different steps of the procedure list in a Fusion Report (FR);
• A new column in the structural table with the result of the spatial
aggregation: in order to make it, we have to choose the number of the
fusion steps to be calculated regarding the dendogram, the FR and our
knowledge of the data and the subject.
After theses results, we can calculate outside Flowmap c© the aggregated
flows and create the new zoning system by merging previous zones. We
can also make the complementary analysis after the Intramax procedure
called “Trip-end-ranking”. This analysis is useful to determine the role of the
distance to the end destinations. For example, most countries do not have
current trade relations with countries far away, but have some with their
neighbours. . .
2.3 Application to trade data 1994-96 and 2004-06
We used the conventional Chelem’s boundaries as the starting point of the
aggregations. The flows data are the total in 1994-96 and in 2004-06.
In 1994-96, the initial intra-zonal interaction is 0.13%. The cumulative
intra-zonal interaction is increasing with the steps. After 92 steps, all areas
are merged and the cumulative intrazonal interaction percentage becomes
100. In order to map the new zoning system at the two dates and compare
it with the previous one, we decided to stop the aggregation process at two
different steps.
In order to determine some valid levels of aggregations between previous
zones (i.e. the moment to stop the procedure) and according to Poon (1997),
we examined the fusion report and found in one hand, where the increment
in intrazonal interaction was the most important and in the other hand,
where the cumulative intrazonal percentage was in the average of 50%.
For 1994-96, the most important increment occurred at step 90 corre-
sponding to + 77.04% intrazonal flows: the world is then divide into three
blocks (America, Europe, Russian Federation, Africa and Yemen, Asia and
Australia) (Figure 6).
At step 86, the increment is + 10.11% and corresponds to 51.45% of
cumulative intrazonal percentage: the world is divided into 6 blocks + Israel.
At the next step (87), the increment is + 9.17% and the cumulative intrazonal
percentage is 60.62. The main difference with the previous clustering is that
Northern Europe is merged with Occidental Europe (Figure 7).
This map (Figure 7) has to be compared with Poon’s spatial structure of
world trade regions in 1990, but one should take into account the fact that
Chelem’s world boundaries are already partially aggregated at the beginning
of the clustering procedure. The fact that Sub-Saharan Africa is composed
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Figure 6: Intramax clustering on Chelem’s international trade flows (1994-
96) - 1
World divided at 77.04% intrazonal flows
by few countries creates differences: where in our maps, Africa is a whole
region, in Poon’s one: the whole Africa is divided into two majors blocks
(Germany and UK regions), Egypt being merged with the US region and
Ethiopia with the Japan one. Regardless that point, the single difference
between Poon’s map and our maps is Israel case: in our maps, Israel is a
whole region at the opposite of Poon’s one which is merged with Germany
Region.
For 2004-06, the most important increment occurred at step 88 with
+12.29% intrazonal flows corresponding to 57.48% of cumulative intrazonal
percentage (Figure 9).
At step 91, the increment is +12.20% intrazonal flows and the cumulative
intrazonal percentage is 78.46%: the world is then divided into two blocks:
Russian Federation, Europe and North Africa on one hand, and the rest of
the world on the other (Figure 8).
In the maps focused on 2004-06, the mains observations are firstly: the
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Figure 7: Intramax clustering on Chelem’s international trade flows (1994-
96) - 2
World divided at 60.62% intrazonal flows
region which merged Occidental Europe and North Africa. In both case,
Algeria is merged with the Russian Federation areas. Secondly, we can
note that Africa is in the same region than emerging countries like India
or petroleum’s one (i.e. Persian Gulf’s countries).
2.4 Interest and limits for EuroBroadMap project
The Intramax zoning system based on flows data is providing an aggregate
spatial representation of the initials flows. The off diagonal elements are
therefore the intrazonal flows: the small areas area aggregate into larger one
and the inter-flows and the intra-flows are both recalculated at each step.
Simultaneously, the inter-flows between small areas become intra-flows.
The zoning system seems to be relatively stable at the two dates for
aggregations at steps 86 (1994-96 with 51.45% intrazonal flows) and 87 (2004-
06 with 45.20% intrazonal flows), but there is only one difference which have
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Figure 8: Intramax clustering on Chelem’s international trade flows (2004-
06) - 1
World divided at 78.46% intrazonal flows
to be mentioned regarding the Region Africa. In 2004-06, the Region Africa
is merged with petroleum countries (Yemen, Oman and Saudi Arabia) and
Algeria is included in the Russian federation Region while in 1994-96, Africa
it a whole region.
This analysis does not provide the correspondence between the aggrega-
tion steps (in the Fusion Report) and the number of zones out; the justifi-
cation of the choice of the fusion step: the choice must depends on another
characteristics, nor the appropriate zoning system for data modelling.
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Figure 9: Intramax clustering on Chelem’s international trade flows (2004-
06) - 2
World divided at 57.48% intrazonal flows
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3 Natural/Residual regions based on spatial inter-
action models
Section written by Claude Grasland
3.1 Concepts and bibliography
The use of spatial interaction model for the description and explanation
of flows is based on a theoretical framework that has been elaborated in
various fields of social sciences since the end of the 19th century. Demogra-
phers (Ravenstein, Courgeau), geographers (Stewart, Tobler, Hägerstrand),
economists (Reilly), and sociologists (Stouffer, Zipf) have all contributed at
different period and with different points of view to the elaboration of this
large family of models called spatial interaction models or gravity models.
The common point of all this contribution is (1) the direct inspiration of
the Newtown law of gravity as initial starting point, with a particular role
of assumptions on the effect of “masses and distances” - even if this analogy
was further criticized and (2) the quantitative and mathematical approach
of flows.
The different social sciences use more or less the same family of math-
ematical equation for the description of flows, but with very different theo-
retical assumptions on the meaning of the parameter of this equation and,
more important, on the interpretation of the residuals of the models of spatial
interaction. For example, Stouffer has elaborated in the 1960s a specific vari-
ant of the gravity model (intervening opportunities) in order to demonstrate
that distance was NOT a factor that influences directly human behaviour.
According to Stouffer’s view, the decrease of migration with distance is re-
lated to the fact that social opportunities of interaction are located between
the origin of the migrant and the destination. It is therefore a fallacy to
attribute to the geographical factor of distance what is in fact a social effect
that can be explained by human behaviour. The case of economist, espe-
cially the one interested in the analysis of trade, is different from the one
of sociologist: when sociologist denied the effect of distance, economist tried
rather to find a theoretical basis to the gravity model, in order to integrate
it in a wider perspective.
The relation of economists with gravity model in particular - and geogra-
phy in general - are also characterized by a strong ambiguity, that is perfectly
illustrated by the different contributions of the book The Regionalization of
the World Economy published by Frankel (1998). As quoted by Bergstrand,
there is a “frustration fascination of trade economist with the gravity equa-
tion” because they recognized its very high explanatory power, but they have
many difficulties to explain this explanatory power by “real” economic the-
ory like Heckscher-Ohlin model of equilibrium. In a review of thirty years of
use of gravity model by trade economists, A.V. Deardorff (in Frankel 1998)
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observe that since the pioneer work of Tinbergen (1962) or Linneman (1966),
the economist has encountered many difficulties to link the empirical model
of gravity with relevant theoretical explanations on why it works. But with
further development of research (Linneman 1966; Leamer and Stern 1970;
Leamer, 1974; Anderson 1979; Bergstrand 1985, 1989 and 1990) another
problem appeared as many economic theories of trade appeared likely to
provide alternative explanations on why gravity model worked. . . More im-
portant, Grossman suggest that none of the theories proposed by economist
are sufficient to explain the power of distance decay effect in a globalised
world where the cost of transportation as become relatively low. Krugman
(2004) expressed the same surprise that distance and borders remained more
important than expected according to classical economic framework, suggest-
ing as Grossman that something was still missing in the economic models of
world trade: “What seems to have emerged from the empirical work of the
past dozen years is a compromise vision. Distance matters a lot, though pos-
sibly less than it did before modern telecommunications. Borders also matter
a lot, though possibly less than they did before free trade agreements. The
spaceless, borderless world is still a Platonic ideal, a long way from coming
into existence.”
Natural region and free trade areas
The interest of economist for the elaboration of theoretical foundation of
gravity model is directly related to a major scientific - but also ideological
- challenge which is to evaluate the respective effect of the regionalization
and globalization of world economy after the fall of the socialist block (1989)
and the growth of protectionist trade area in European Union (1992) and
further in other parts of the world (NAFTA, ASEAN, MERCOSUR. . . ).
Krugman played a major role in the development of this research area when
he proposed at the beginning of the 1990s two opposite interpretation of
the effect of Regional Trade Agreement (RTA) on the liberalization of world
economy. A good summary of the problem can be found in a paper by
Frankel et al. (1995) entitled “Trading blocs and the Americas: The natural,
the unnatural, and the super-natural”. Briefly summarized, Frankel start
from the neoclassical assumption that free trade between states of the world
is a factor of progress of economic welfare. The problem is that the perfect
solution of integral free trade between all countries of the world is actually
impossible to establish and it is therefore of interest to analyse what could
be the “second best solution” of partial free trade. On the one hand, it
is a good thing as it develops international free trade between countries
belonging to the same bloc; on the other hand, it is a bad thing as it produces
external trade barriers between countries belonging to different blocs. What
is therefore the balance between positive and negative effects? Based on the
econometrics analysis of economic welfare, the answer is ambiguous. We have
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Table 1: Trading Blocs and Natural Regions: The Krugman vs Krugman
Case
In his first contribution (Krugman 1991a), he focused on the idea that
when individual countries form larger groupings, they are liable to be-
come more protectionist, and thus to move farther from the ideal of
world free trade. The reasoning was that as a group they would set
higher tariff levels vis-à-vis the rest of the world, since they would have
more monopoly power to exploit. Units were assumed to set tariffs at
a self-maximizing optimal levels. He showed that world welfare is lower
with a few trading blocs than with the extremes of one or many, and
that for specific plausible parameter values, three turned out to be the
worst possible number of blocs to have!
His second contribution, Krugman (1991b), provided a useful review of
the whole array of issues and factors involved. But it also included a
very simple argument that leads to the diametrically opposite conclusion
from the first one, that trading blocs are good. It is observed that even
without the formation of regional free trade areas or preferential trad-
ing arrangements of any sort, countries trade more with their neighbors
than with countries from which they are far removed, in part because of
transportation costs.
Source: Frankel et al., 1995.
therefore a Krugman (1991a) vs Krugman (1991b) case that is summarized
in table 1.
The Geography Strikes back: Natural regions versus Residual re-
gions
It is important to turn back to geographers’ point of view on (1) theoretical
justification of gravity model, (2) status of distance and (3) delineation of
world region.
The basic point of debate between geographers and economist is related
to the interpretation of the role of mass (GDP, Population) and proximity
(distance, contiguity, common language) in the gravity model.
For neoclassical trade economist, this factor is considered as “natural”
or, more precisely, as exogenous parameter that is independent from the
configuration of trade flows. As a typical example, Frankel et al. (1995)
indicate that the measure of the effect of RTA is possible only when this
exogenous factors are controlled: “First, we shall measure the extent, by
looking at the magnitude of bilateral trade flows after one adjusts, by means
of the gravity model, for such natural determinants of bilateral trade as
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GNPs and proximity”. The implicit assumption is therefore the existence of
a universality of this factor that produces the same effect on trade all around
the world. More precisely, it implies that (1) A given amount of GDP will
generate the same amount of export or import all around the world (with
eventual differences related to size effects but with the same elasticity) and
(2) that a given transport cost will reduce the trade by the same amount,
according to Samuelson’s iceberg hypothesis.
For geographers working on advanced spatial interaction model the devel-
opment of gravity models has followed a completely different way during the
last 40 years. The initial formulation of the gravity equation in bi-logarithmic
form has been replaced very early by more convenient models, taking into
account the problems of error measurement and solving the question of zero-
flows (Fotheringham and O’Kelly 1989; Sen and Smith 1995). New forms
of gravity model have been proposed with double constraint on origin and
destination, either in multiplicative (Wilson, 1967) or additive form (Dorigo
and Tobler 1983). This family of double constraint model is particularly
useful for the evaluation of barriers and preferences under the assumption
of an equilibrium model of trade between countries of the world (i.e. under
the assumption that all exports and imports of countries are given - margin
of the matrix - this model provides an exact solution for trade allocation
between countries). Despite its theoretical interest, this family of model was
very few applied to world trade flows, with the notable exception of Bröcker
and Rohweder (1990). But the most crucial difference between geographer
and economist point of view is related to the question of distance considered
as a central parameter of the analysis. The classical assumption of the grav-
ity models that flows depend from distance can be reversed and transform
into the reverse assumption that distance can be revealed by the observation
of flows if we reverse the gravity model (Tobler 1983).
The same is true for “regions” that are not necessary considered as pre-
defined for geographers. Of course, it is possible to adopt a deductive ap-
proach and to test the effect of a given division of the world that is supposed
to have an influence on flows. Geographers can introduce variables that try
to capture preferences and barriers according to different partition of space
that are established a priori: effect of RTA on trade (Bröcker and Rohweder
1990), effect of linguistic barriers on telephone calls (Klaassen et al. 1972;
MacKay 1953), effect of political and historical divisions on internal migra-
tory flows (Cattan and Grasland 1992), etc. But it is also possible to adopt
an inductive approach and to try to reveal unknown division of space in
region characterized by internal preferences and external barriers.
3.2 Selected tools for world division
We propose first a review of the family of models of spatial interaction that
can be used for the description of flows, and then we derive from one of the
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proposed family a set of solution for the elaboration of regional division of
the world. We conclude with a reflection on distance.
The classical family of gravity model takes the form of a linear regression
after bi-logarithmic transformation. The explanatory variables are divided
in two group of factors: (1) the so-called natural factors that are supposed
to have the same effect in all countries and (2) the barriers that are related
to RTA. Some authors suggest to add (3) lagged trade flows (i.e. trade flows
in a previous period) in order to evaluate the historical dimension of the
phenomena and potential effects of hysteresis (Eichengreen and Irwin 1996).









Fij : bilateral flows between countries i and j
YiYj : GDP of countries i and j
PiPj : population of i and j
DISTij : distance between i and j
CONTij : common border between i and j (dummy variable, 1 = yes, 0
= no)
LANGij : common langage netween i and j (dummy)
COLij : colonial link between i and j (dummy)
k β1 β2 α λ1 λ2 λ3: parameters to estimate.
The evaluation of parameter is ordinary made after log linear transfor-
mation of the equation:
log(Fij) = a0 + a1log(YiYj) + a2log(PiPj) + a3log(DISTij)
+ a4(CONTij) + a5(LANGij) + a6(COLij) + ij
with
k = exp(a0), β1 = a1, β2 = a2, α = a3, λ1 = a4, λ2 = a5, λ3 = a6 and
ij = error of the residuals.
The linear transformation provide easiest statistical solution but intro-
duce many problems in the estimation of the model, especially when equation
is solved by Ordinary Less Square (OLS):
• Zero flows are removed or fixed to an arbitrary value;
• Gaussian assumption of residuals is not fulfilled;
• Real uncertainty of flows (that is ordinary proportional to the square
root of Fij) is not properly taken into account.
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Table 2: Modelisation of bilateral trade with unconstrained gravity model
in 2004-06
Model Param. Sign. Dev. Adj1 Adj2
Intercept -5.878 <.0001 92323745 0.0% -
log(YiYj) 0.742 <.0001 24436846 73.5% -
log(PiPj) 0.129 <.0001 24192717 73.8% 0.0%
Log(dist) -0.771 <.0001 11103387 88.0% 54.1%
Contiguity 0.365 <.0001 10306775 88.8% 57.4%
Language 0.484 <.0001 9755970 89.4% 59.7%
Colonization -0.217 <.0001 9696475 89.5% 59.9%
Scale 41.391
A more convenient solution from statistical and thematic point of view
is offered by the family of Poisson regression models that use a variant of
Maximum Likelihood criteria on flows without logarithmic transformation,
making possible to keep zero flows in the analysis and insure a better rep-
resentation of each flow as regard to the uncertainty of measure. The only
important point for the use of Poisson regression model (Calzada et al. 2000)
is to introduce a scale parameter (internal to the model) that allows a stabil-
ity of the results, independently from the unit of measurement of trade flows
($, thousands of $, billions of $ . . . ). Accordingly, the model to be solved
can be written as:
Fij = SCALE.exp[a0 + a1log(YiYj) + a2log(PiPj) + a3log(DISTij)
+ a4(CONTij) + a5(LANGij) + a6(COLij)] + ij
The application of this model to bilateral trade flows 1994-96 and 2004-06
of the Chelem database give the following results (see tables 2 and 3).
With Poisson Regression Model, the explanatory power of the model is
not measured by r2 value (as it is the case in log-linear regression with OLS)
but by the reduction of the deviance which can be used as a measure of the
information explained by the model. We can see in the example of trade
2004-06 that the initial value of deviance given on the line “Intercept” is
equal to 92323745, that will define the maximum error (Adj1=0%). We can
now try to evaluate the effect of each explanatory variable on the model
through the examination of the reduction of deviance. The introduction of
economic size effect (GDP) is clearly the most important. In 2004-06, it
reduces the deviance from 92323745 to 24436846 which means that 73.5%
of initial deviance of trade flows is explained by the difference of economic
size of the states. The effect of population (or GDP/capita2) appears sta-
2As the product of GDP is firstly introduced in the model, adding the product of
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Table 3: Modelisation of bilateral trade with unconstrained gravity model
in 1994-96
Model Param. Sign. Dev. Adj1 Adj2
Intercept -7.601 <.0001 46502872 0.0% -
log(YiYj) 0.802 <.0001 11474330 75.3% -
log(PiPj) 0.023 0.002 10934157 76.5% 0.0%
Log(dist) -0.658 <.0001 5381558 88.4% 50.8%
Contiguity 0.424 <.0001 4890187 89.5% 55.3%
Language 0.556 <.0001 4500808 90.3% 58.8%
Colonization -0.053 0.138 4499011 90.3% 58.9%
Scale 28.404
tistically significant but less important and produces only a small increase
of explanatory power to 73.8%. The distance introduces another important
step as this parameter reduce the deviance to 7125424 which means that
88% of the initial deviance has been removed (Adj1).
The other parameters (contiguity, language, colonial relations) are clearly
less important in terms of explanatory power, but what is important is the
measure of their significance, that can be evaluated by a χ2 test, either
in a sequential way (the effect being measured as compared to variables
introduced before) or in a simultaneous way (the effect being measured all
thins being equal with the effect of the other variables). The contiguity
parameter (log(λ1) = 0.365, so λ1=1.44) reveals for example an increase
of trade of +44% between countries sharing a common border in 2004-06.
The existence of a common language shared by 20% of inhabitants of each
country produce an increase of trade of + 62%. But the existence of colonial
relations (in the past) produces an unexpected negative effect of reductions
of trade flows by -20%. It is important to keep in mind that this effects
are understood “all things being equal with the other explanatory variables”.
The comparison of the results of the same model applied to bilateral trade
data 10 years before reveals some interesting evolutions of the effect of the
explanatory variables (see table 3).
The effect of economic size on trade is less important in 2004-06 than in
1994-96. But the effect of population size is more important. Contrary to a
general idea, the effect of distance is rather increasing as the parameter of
distance effect (α) is growing from -0.66 to -0.77. When distance is doubled
(x 2), the flows were reduced by -37% in 1994-96 and by -42% in 2004-06. At
the same time, we can observe a reduction of the effect of contiguity (+52%
population is equivalent to adding the product of GDP per capita as the model use a
multiplicative form. The aim is to control a possible effect of increasing trade between
more or less developed countries.
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to +44%) or common language (+74% to +62%) and the emergence of a
reverse effect of colonial relation (-6% to -20%).
The application of gravity model to trade flows reveals interesting evolu-
tion of globalization but does not provide a direct answer to EuroBroadMap’s
problem of definition of world region without a priori on the results. Of
course, we could introduce in our previous models some variables related
to existing Regional Trade Agreement (EU, NAFTA, MERCOSUR. . . ) and
obtain an evaluation of their effects. But in this case our approach would
be clearly deductive and the only thing that we could obtain could be a
confirmation or invalidation of the effects of this existing division on world
trade.
Gravity Model 1: Control of size effect
In this first model, we assume that the only explanatory parameter that
can be considered as global is the size of the countries. We will therefore
eliminate all other parameters from the model and build a gravity model 1
that is based only on GDP.
Hypothesis: the volume of bilateral trade between two countries is pro-
portional to the product of their GDP.
Fij = SCALE.exp[a0 + a1log(YiYj)] + ij
Gravity model 2: Control of economic size and geographical prox-
imity
In this second model, we assume that flows depend not only on economic
size but also on geographical proximity. We will therefore add distance and
contiguity to GDP in order to obtain a gravity model 2.
Hypothesis: The volume of bilateral trade between two countries depends
on their economic size and their geographical proximity.
Fij = SCALE.exp[a0 + a1log(YiYj) + a2log(DISTij) + a3(CONTij)] + ij
Problems of interpretation of residuals of unconstrained gravity
models
The interest of the comparison of residuals of gravity models 1 and 2 is to
demonstrate that regional divisions that will be obtained by a classification
procedure are heavily dependant on the assumption made on what are the
“natural” determinants of trade. If we control only the size effects (Model
1), the factor of proximity is included in the residual and the clustering
methods will probably revealed groups of states that are near each other. On
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Table 4: Gravity model 1
Most significant positive residuals
i j Fij F∗ij Rij Xij
USA Canada 465180 96025 369155 11.60
Belgium Netherlands 93669 4316 89353 8.52
Belgium Germany 124470 13740 110731 7.73
USA Mexico 279985 76544 203441 7.66
Germany Pays-Bas 126843 19287 107556 6.92
France Belgium 96633 11158 85476 6.70
Germany Austria 91231 10777 80454 6.46
Singapore Malaysia 32561 498 32063 6.16
S. Korea China 105229 19158 86072 5.83
Taiwan China 76869 10185 66684 5.69
Most significant negative residuals
i j Fij F∗ij Rij Xij
USA Spain 16014 96094 -80080 -4.35
USA Italy 41382 137052 -95669 -4.14
USA France 55150 158903 -103753 -4.12
Italy Japan 11687 62202 -50515 -3.37
France Japan 17126 72120 -54994 -3.34
USA Russia 18820 71720 -52900 -3.19
UK Japan 21241 75864 -54623 -3.18
USA Turkey 9246 48051 -38805 -2.94
USA Poland 3201 33831 -30630 -2.90
USA UK 88627 167152 -78525 -2.89
Fij : observed trade flow (millions of US$); F∗ij : predicted trade flow (mil-
lions of US$); Rij = Fij − F∗ij : raw residual (millions of US$); and Xij :
standardised residual (according to deviance).
The residuals of this model are clearly correlated with distance which is related
to the fact that this “natural” parameter was not introduced in the model.
The pair of countries with the most significant positive residuals is therefore
big and rich neighbouring countries located inside the different cores of the
world economy. The countries with significant negative residuals are logically
couple of rich countries located in different cores of the world economy. A
classification method trying to maximize positive residuals inside group and
negative residuals between groups will therefore logically produce a strong
regionalization of the world economy around the main economical cores. This
solution is very near from the Intramax method that has been discussed in
the previous section.
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Table 5: Gravity model 2
Most significant positive residuals
i j Fij F∗ij Rij Xij
China USA 274284 89676 184608 11.35
China Taiwan 76869 18051 58818 7.38
Canada USA 465180 288137 177043 7.18
Malaysia Singapore 32561 3088 29473 6.99
S. Korea Other Gulf 35484 4027 31456 6.88
Japan Other Gulf 65045 15419 49627 6.75
Singapore Hong Kong 14912 505 14408 6.11
Chine S. Korea 105229 40619 64611 6.08
Malaysia USA 41084 7737 33348 6.04
China Malaysia 28578 4624 23953 5.39
Most significant negative residuals
i j Fij F∗ij Rij Xij
Germany France 150296 275537 -125242 -6.14
Italy France 86065 176232 -125242 -5.53
Spain USA 16014 66342 -90166 -5.36
Switzerland France 24595 74189 -90166 -4.86
France USA 55150 111521 -50329 -4.30
Italy USA 41382 89444 -50329 -4.12
USA Poland 3201 21276 -49593 -3.53
Denmark Germany 28961 62896 -49593 -3.47
UK France 74820 123498 -56371 -3.47
Japan Italy 11687 35595 -56371 -3.36
Fij : observed trade flow (millions of US$); F∗ij : predicted trade flow (mil-
lions of US$); Rij = Fij − F∗ij : raw residual (millions of US$); and Xij :
standardised residual (according to deviance).
The residuals of this model 2 are clearly less correlated with distance but
we observe that some positive residuals remain important between countries
located in the same geographical area (especially in Eastern Asia). Long dis-
tance trade flows can now be revealed as preferential relations, in particular
the cross-pacific linkages (China-USA, Malaysia-USA) and the relation be-
tween Eastern Asia and Persian Gulf for oil. We observe negative residuals
between many countries of Western Europe, but it is clearly related to the
introduction of the variable contiguity in the model. Many negative residuals
can be observed between European Union countries and Northern America,
despite the fact that geographical proximity has been taken into account.
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the contrary, if we control for both size effects and geographical proximity
(Model 2), we will obtain cluster of countries that will be generally separated,
especially if contiguity effect is controlled. We can also imagine to have built
a Model 3 with language effects and colonial links, producing more and more
complex groups of states located at long distance.
Despite this general problem (how to produce objective results ?) we can
observe that the unconstrained gravity model present some obvious weak-
nesses related to the fact that it does not take into account (1) the effect of
internal trade of countries and (2) the systemic effect of international trade
as a whole.
Concerning the first problem, Wei (1996) or Head and Mayer (2002)
suggest that the residuals of classical gravity models are biased when they
do not take into account intra-national flows. For this author, it is not
possible to evaluate the effect of RTA without considering two levels of bar-
riers/preferences: (1) Home bias, which is the preference of firm for the
development of relation inside their own country; (2) Regional bias, which
is the preference of firm of one country for a given group of country (region)
as compared to countries located in other regions. Head and Mayer (2002)
suggest that these two effects are not independent and that the evaluation of
barriers related to RTA can be overestimated or underestimated according
to the level of home bias. They propose a solution which is to introduce
intra-national trade flows based on the difference between the GDP of the
country minus its exports. By computing an estimation of internal distance
inside each country, it is possible to apply the gravity model to a full matrix,
including the diagonal (i.e. the flow from a country to itself).
Concerning the second problem, the major difficulty with classical grav-
ity model is related to the fact that only the total sum of flows (
∑∑
Fij =∑∑
F∗ij) is introduced as systemic constraint through the intercept param-
eter (k). Accordingly, the some of residual flows is not necessary equal to 0




i F∗ij ⇔ Oi 6= O∗i) as




j F∗ij ⇔ Dj 6= D∗i). As a consequence, it
is difficult to analyse the residuals as one country eventually obtains system-
atically positive or negative residuals. This situation is difficult to interpret
as the residuals can be related to the number and size of countries located
in the neighbourhood and, more generally, to the accessibility of a country
to the other countries of the world. The fact that negative residuals are
observed between Western Europe countries is for example certainly related
to the small size of states in this part of the World.
The uncertainty on the meaning of residuals of gravity model is therefore
a real problem for the elaboration of world division.
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Double constraint model as equilibrium model
Double constraint model has been very few applied to trade flows analysis
despite their methodological and theoretical advantages. Bröcker and Ro-
hweder (1990) has published their famous paper “Barriers to International
trade” in the Annals of Regional Science rather than Journal of Development
Economics or Economic Journal. On the other hand, geographers that has
the most contributed to the theoretical reformulation of gravity models with
double constraint like Wilson (1971) or Tobler (1983) has been more inter-
ested by application to migration of population, travel to work or sales at
intra-national or intra-urban levels. We propose to examine how the develop-
ment of spatial interaction models achieved by geographers can contribute to
provide innovative answers to the unsolved problems revealed by economist
concerning the meaning of gravity model applied to trade flows at world
scale.
We consider firstly a double constraint model applied to a flow matrix
between all countries of the world where intra-national flows are unknown.
We assume the existence of a global market with zero-cost of transportation
and zero barrier effects. We assume also that intra-national demand is sat-
isfied by specific national firms and that inter-national trade is realized by
specific firms that are fully independent from the first one. Each country
proposes to the other countries an amount of products for exportation (Oi)
and asks for an amount of product for importation (Dj). This is a situation
of short term equilibrium that does not necessarily means symmetry of trade
between countries. For this reason, we do not analyse bilateral trade blows
(Fij + Fji) but oriented trade flows (Fij). And we take into account the
fact that the sum of exports and imports can be different (Oi 6= Di), which
means that some countries can have positive or negative trade balances.
Under this general assumption, what is the most likely distribution of
trade flows F∗ij between countries of the world in a perfect market without
transport costs and without any type of barriers?
If intra-national trade was involved in the model (diagonal not empty),
the answer would be very simple and the estimated trade flow would be
simply F∗ij = Fi.Fj/F.. as in the Intramax method presented earlier. But
the solution is complicated here by the fact that we have excluded intra-
national trade flows and we are therefore obliged to build a more sophistical
model that can only be solved by iteration:
Hypothesis: Export and Import of countries are randomly distributed.
Fij = aiOibjDj
with ai = 1∑
i bjDj
and bj = 1∑
j aiOi
.
We have adopted here the solution proposed by Wilson (1971) which is
based on a multiplicative model. But it is also possible to solve the equa-
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tion through the additive model (Fij = Ai+Bj) proposed by Tobler (Tobler
1983; Dorigo and Tobler 1984). For the model of perfect equilibrium without
distance effect, both models produce the same results. But some differences
appear between the two families of model when we introduce further pa-
rameters (Sen and Smith, 1995). We adopted the multiplicative formulation
which is easier to solve with usual statistical tools, in particular through
a variant of Poisson Regression Model where the parameters ai and bj are
introduces as sets of dummy variables (I1 . . . In and J1 . . . Jn) in the equa-
tion and can be combined with a scale parameter that measure the size of
independent “packages” of trade. In statistical terms, the equation that is
solved by maximum likelihood is the following one:
Fij = SCALE.exp[a0 + aiIi + · · ·+ anIn + b1J1 + · · ·+ bnJn] + ij
In practical term a set of (n − 1) parameters is sufficient for ai and bj
because the export and import of the nth country satisfy necessarily the
constraint when the conditions are satisfied for the (n − 1) other countries.
An important consequence is the fact that it should normally not be applied
on sample of trade flows but only on complete matrix of trade at world scale.
We can eventually apply this model on a subset of countries (e.g. trade
between EU countries) but in this case we are obliged to assume that trade
inside this subset of countries forms and independent system of exchange.
With CHELEM database, we do not have to face this problem as all trade
flows has been estimated between all countries or group of countries of the
World. Zero flows are not excluded but consider as information on the state
of trade relation.
For comparison with classical gravity model 1, we have first applied the
double constraint model to bilateral flows in 2004-06. The explanatory power
jumps from 73.5% to 80.3% of the total deviance. This is obviously due to
the fact that we use better predictor of trade (total of export and import of
each country rather than single GDP). The double constraint is less useful
for prediction purpose but is much more interesting for the understanding
of choices of trade destinations and factors that are underlying this choice
(distance cost, barriers. . . ). With double constraint model, the margin of
the matrix (Oi and Dj) is given and the some of residuals is necessary equal
to zero for each line or column. We can therefore better observe what the
revealed preferences in terms of exports and imports are (see table 6).
Looking at the 10 most significant positive and negative residuals we
can observe significant differences as compared to gravity model 1. For
example, the flow between Russia and Belarus appears now is the top ten
of the most significant residua, which was not the case when GDP was used
as predictor. The most important significant negative residual according
to double constraint model is USA-Germany, which was not present in the
top-10 of the gravity model.
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Table 6: Residuals of double constraint model
Most significant positive residuals
i j Fij F∗ij Rij Xij
Canada USA 465180 93402 371778 15.41
Mexico USA 279985 55593 224391 11.91
Japan China 201149 80267 120882 6.19
Netherlands Belgium 93669 21648 72021 6.04
Germany Austria 91231 21660 69571 6.00
Malaysia Singapore 32561 3157 29405 5.00
Belgium France 96633 31981 64652 4.90
Russia Belarus 17606 550 17056 4.84
Portugal Spain 27990 2387 25603 4.83
Spain France 79427 23579 55848 4.78
Most significant negative residuals
i j Fij F∗ij Rij Xij
USA Germany 123678 261548 -137870 -5.58
USA France 55150 134191 -79041 -4.40
Japan Germany 38587 105645 -67058 -4.17
Italy USA 41382 104614 -63231 -3.98
China Germany 73422 133514 -60092 -3.19
USA Belgium 35867 92775 -56908 -3.80
USA Netherlands 37436 90835 -53399 -3.58
USA Spain 16014 68403 -52389 -4.27
Canada Germany 11749 62755 -51005 -4.33
Chine Belgium 12645 47359 -34715 -3.24
Fij : observed trade flow (millions of US$); F∗ij : predicted trade flow (mil-
lions of US$); Rij = Fij − F∗ij : raw residual (millions of US$); and Xij :
standardised residual (according to deviance).
The advantages of the double constraint model are much more important
when we use the oriented version of the gravity model. A typical example
is provided by trade relation between China and USA. According to double
constraint model, the residual is significantly positive from China to USA
(227 instead of 152 billions of US$) and negative but less significant from
USA to China (47 instead of 59 billions of US$). This crucial difference is
not visible with bilateral trade flows.
Analysis of residuals of double constraint model
The analysis of the graph of positive residuals (Figure 10, left) reveals the
existence of preferential relations trade relations between countries. The
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Figure 10: Graph of most significant residuals for Trade 2004-06
Positive residuals Negative residuals
explanation of this preferential relation is generally related to transportation
costs and it is easy to see geographical clusters on Figure 10 (Eastern Asia,
Americas, Europe and Mediterranean). But some preferential links are also
related to specific linguistic or historical ties (France with Maghreb; former
Soviet Union, Former Yugoslavia) or to geopolitical alliances (USA-Israel).
Specialization in specific products and complementaries can also produce
some specific linkages or specific linkages established by transnational firms
(Nigeria-USA). The analysis of the graph of negative residuals (Figure 10,
right) reveals the existence of barriers effect between countries. As we have
used a double constraint model, there is an obvious relation between the two
type of residuals. If a cluster of country develops strong preferential internal
relations (e.g. Western Europe), this will necessary produce as counterpart
negative residuals with the countries located outside this cluster. In this
perspective, trade relations appear as a zero-sum game between countries of
the world.
The clusters of countries that can be derived from this analysis are not
exactly natural regions but rather residual regions. Their definition involves
all factors that can contribute to increase or limit the level of trade between
countries (distance, language, regional agreement, embargo. . . ). The objec-
tive of residual regions is not to distinguish the role of each factor but to
analyse the global result.
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Figure 11: The interest of correlation of residuals for regionalization
Construction of correlation matrix between residuals
Different methods can be applied to the matrix of residual for the elaboration
of a classification of countries. One obvious solution is to try to maximize the
amount of positive residual inside the clusters and the amount of negative
residuals between the clusters. This is the Intramax solution discussed in the
previous section. But it is possible to develop another approach that takes
better into account the structure of direct and indirect relation between
countries.
In the example presented on figure 11, we have selected 8 countries of
northern and southern shore of Mediterranean Sea. Northern countries are
all connected by positive residual and form clearly a clique. But the situa-
tion is different for southern shore countries because they are not connected
each other by direct relation, but all of them has preferential relation with
countries of the northern shore. We find here a typical situation of structural
equivalence that can not be directly capture by Intramax procedure but that
can be easily revealed if we examine the correlation of export or import of
the countries. All countries from Maghreb are clearly correlated in terms of
trade, even if they do not trade directly. In this sense, they belong to the
same region.
We propose therefore to use the correlation between lines or arrows of the
matrix of of residuals in order to define residual regions that are characterized
by the proximity of their directions of exports or import. The figure 12
indicates that a clear structure of world is revealed by the correlation matrix,
defining three main clusters of countries with high level of correlation that is
obviously related to the influence area of the three main economic poles of the
World, the so-called Triad: Northern America, Eastern Asia, and Western
Europe. The countries that are attracted by the same pole of the Triad are
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logically correlated. But the graphic reveals also the existence of countries
that are more exceptional and that are not really correlated with the other.
This is for example the case of Israel which presents exceptional positive
residual with USA but also with some European countries like Belgium. It
is also the case of many African countries or oil produces that are polarized
at the same time by different economic poles.
Elaboration of clusters through Hierarchical Cluster Analysis
and cartography of results
The last step of the analysis is the derivation of clusters from the correlation
matrix of residuals. We suggest using a method of complete linkage that
avoids the creation of cluster defined by exceptional linkage. The compari-
son of results for different matrix can be obtained either by the definition of
number of clusters or by the choice of the same level of correlation as end of
the clustering procedure. For matrix of different size, it is also possible to use
the significance of the correlation parameter. Finally, it is also possible to
examine the discontinuities of the tree of hierarchical classification in order
to cut at a relevant level, but this solution is mainly useful for the exam-
ination of an isolated matrix as it does not provide guarantee of objective
comparison.
In our example of trade flows 2004-06, the tree reveals a clear division of
countries in 2 main clusters that can be further divided in 4 (if we choose
the threshold of R=0) or 7 (if we prefer to build group of countries with
significant level of internal correlation). Once we have decided of the best
level, we can propose cartography of the resulting regions where the color
of clusters reflects their proximity in the hierarchical tree. In our example,
they should be a main opposition between two groups (dark and cold colours)
but also between 4 main clusters (blue, green, orange, and red) and finally
variations in order to identify the last internal variations of the 7 sub-clusters
(light/medium blue; green, light/medium orange; light/medium red). Last
but not least, the name of regions is given in an abstract form (A, B, C, D)
reflecting the hierarchy of the classification tree (A.1, A2. . . ) but without
giving immediately geographical names (“Europe”, “America”, etc.). The
EuroBroadMap project tries indeed to produce world regions without a priori
on the results. And it is therefore only in the interpretation of results that
clusters can be compared to existing division.
3.3 Application: trade data 1994-96 and 2004-06
We have applied the residual method defined in previous section to both
period 1994-96 and 2004-06, but with distinction of correlation of exports
and import flows. We produce therefore 4 divisions of the world in residual
regions. Each partition has been realized in 6 clusters because it was in every
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Figure 12: Correlation of residual (exports and import) trade flows 2004-06
Graph for R > +0.4
Graph for R > +0.6
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Figure 13: Hierarchical cluster derived from correlation of residual trade
flows 2004-06
case an obvious discontinuity related to the threshold R=0.00.
At both period of time, the world is characterized by a strong division in
two clusters of country: one related to countries of EU and its eastern and
southern peripheries (A+B); another one related to the rest of the world
(C+D). At this level of division in two clusters, there is a relative stability
of the situation and it is only in Africa and Middle East that some reorga-
nizations can be pointed.
At a more detailed level (4 to 6 regions), some clusters appears relatively
stable like Americas, former USSR, Eastern and Southern Asia. In the spe-
cific case of the so-called “Europe”, we can observe that the West-East Divi-
sion that was visible in 1994-96 is removed in 2004-06. We can notice that
this area of integration (cluster B.1) includes both shores of Mediterranean
Sea and is clearly determined by polarization of export toward EU.
In terms of importation, we obtain very similar results. The most obvious
one is the fact that the world appears one more time divided in two main
groups, one centred on EU and its eastern and southern peripheries. But the
structure of the regions is a bit different, especially in the case of Africa. The
cluster B.2 (countries with few internal trade but strong polarization toward
EU) covered the majority of Africa in 1994-96. It is reduced to northern
Africa and some isolated countries in 2004-06.
The East/West division inside EU is not removed between 1994-96 and
2004-06, as it was the case for exports. Moreover, some countries that was
included is the “western cluster” (B.1) are joining the “eastern cluster” (A), in
particular Finland and Turkey. The exports of energy and raw material from
Russia and other republics from former Soviet Union is probably responsible
from this modification. New member states (Poland, Hungary, Romania. . . )
has been able to modify their exportations of manufacturing products, but
not their importations of energy.
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Figure 14: World trade regions according to the residual method in 2004-06
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Figure 15: Division of the world according to export flows in 1994-96 and
2004-06
Figure 16: Division of the world according to import flows in 1994-96 and
2004-06
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3.4 Interest and limits for EuroBroadMap project
We focused our analysis on the theoretical foundation of so-called natural
regions and try to demonstrate that it was better to speak from residual re-
gions, according to different assumptions. We have less develop the empirical
results and not examined fully the consequences of the method of partition
that is derived from double constraint model. We will therefore have to
complete this chapter by further in depth analysis in many directions:
• Comparison of residual method with Intramax. Apparently, both meth-
ods are similar (as they are based on estimation of flows by margin)
but they are some important differences, in particular related to the
fact that the cluster of countries are based on concentration of residu-
als with Intramax method, as they are only based on correlation with
Residual method.
• Interpretation of cluster of countries obtained with residual method is
therefore less obvious as some countries are in fact related by relation
with countries located in another cluster. It is therefore necessary to
add a graph of intensity of flows between clusters for a better under-
standing of results.
• Distance can be introduced in the gravity model as an unknown param-
eter to be estimated. We can indeed derive from the residuals of the
double constraint model a measure of functional proximity (Tij) which
is not necessarily equal to geographical distance (Dij). The clusters of
country that are obtained by the residual method are in fact derived
from this functional proximity. One alternative method could be there-
fore to extract this functional distance from an inverse gravity model
and to build regions based on this functional proximity with statistical
methods like Multi Dimensional Scaling.
As a provisional conclusion, the gravity model and the related methods de-
fines a large field of investigation for EuroBroadMap but more in depth anal-
ysis is needed before to decide on the best theoretical and methodological
solutions to be applied.
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4 Centre-periphery divisions based on world sys-
tem theory
Section written by Geoffrey Pion and Gilles Van Hamme
4.1 Concepts and bibliography
The center/periphery paradigm was mainly developed by two historians,
Braudel and Wallerstein. The central concept of Braudel (1985) is the no-
tion of “economy-world”: a large and coherent economic unit dominated by
one and only one core. For example, in the 15th century, Europe is an
economy-world as well as China, the Arabic-Muslim world and India. As for
Wallerstein (1985), he studied the way Europe progressively made the whole
world a unique economy-world for its own interests.
Along the same lines, Amin (1976) built a history of worldwide accumula-
tion in order to study the unequal exchange between a developed center and
underdeveloped peripheries. This unequal exchange is the consequence of
the connection between developed capitalist economies and peripheral social
formations which do not constitute coherent capitalist economies. The centre
dominates this relation and imposes successive specializations to peripheral
economies benefiting of the possibility to maintain low salaries, notably be-
cause of large reserve of labour force and the possibility to get cheap products
from precapitalist segments of the economy. This process is the base of the
unequal exchange in terms of working hours between centre and peripheries
(see also Emmanuel 1969).
The domination of the centre toward peripheries has taken different as-
pects over time: direct political domination, unequal trade, capital exports,
world institutions dominated by the centre (Vandermotten 2004). Of course,
the spatial configuration of the centre(s) and peripheries has also evolved.
For example, USA became the major centre of the world economy during
the 20th century.
As far as trade is concerned, the domination of the centre toward periph-
eries includes different dimensions:
• The trade specialization of the centre and peripheries are different and
the latter tend to be specialized in primary products or low technolog-
ical segments of manufacturing industries;
• Some authors have insisted on the deterioration in the terms of trade
for primary products and for peripheral countries (Singer 1950 and
1984; Sarkar 2001). The price of products sold by peripheral countries
tend to decrease in comparison to those sold by the centre;
• The centre(s) constitute integrated economies, whose trade is mainly
with the centre, while peripheries mainly trade with the centre. This
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is related to the duality of the peripheral economies, with a modern
segment which is integrated in the world economy and precapitalist
segments which are not (Vandermotten 2004);
• Trade is based on unequal exchange in terms of working hours (Em-
manuel 1969; Amin 1976).
The methodology we will use to regionalize the world according to trade
is in accordance with this centre/periphery approach. First, we will identify
centre(s) and peripheries through the type of products they sell to the rest of
the world, that is to say the way they insert in the world economy. Second,
since the EuroBroadMap project is about the intensity of relations between
territories of the world, we divide the world according to preferential trade
links between periphery(ies) and the centre(s).
Of course, it will give only a partial vision of the centre/periphery division
of the world since it does not take into account other major aspects such as
capital exports or political power relations.
4.2 Selected tools for world division
In order to divide the world according to the core/periphery theory, we need
to take into consideration the nature of the trade (which countries are selling
which types of products) and the direction of the trade. Indeed, the cen-
tre(s) of the world is characterized by the high share of high technological
manufacturing products in its exports as well as trade flows which mainly go
to other parts of the centre. On the other hand, peripheries should be char-
acterized by primary products or labour intensive manufacturing products
and flows mainly directed to the centre.
In order to regionalize the World according to a World system or cen-
ter/periphery approach, we opted for a two-step analysis (Figure 17).
In the first step, we use a country/merchandises matrix (A). It enables
us to define the countries belonging to the centers according to the type of
products they are selling. To achieve this classification, we first ran a factor
analysis on the 70 products for each country or block (92 blocks) (B). It
gives a synthetic view of the export structure of the countries. Using this
synthetic picture - the components of the factor analysis - we then run a
cluster analysis with the Ward’s method (C) which gives a synthetic map
of regionalization of World trade according to export structure. This step
enables us to identify the core countries (D).
In the second step, we classify the world according the direction of their
trade flows. To achieve this objective we use an origin/destination matrix
of trade flows (A’). First, we used it to see whether it is relevant to divide
the core countries into different centre(s). Second, on the base of the cen-
tre(s) identified, we transform the initial matrix in a country/centre(s) origin-
destination matrix (F). This matrix enables us to determine the sphere of
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Figure 17: Scheme of the regionalization of the world according to
core/periphery theory
influence of the different parts of the centre. By a cluster analysis, we group
together the different countries according to the direction of their trade flows
(G). It gives a regionalization of the world according to the direction of the
flows toward the core countries (H).
We will now justify the use of a factor analysis like PCA or cluster analysis
like HAC with Ward’s method in our approach.
Principal component analysis (PCA), which was formulated for the first
time by K. Pearson in 1901, is a mathematical algorithm that transforms
several correlated variables into a smaller number of factors called principal
components. The first principal component accounts for as much of the
variability in the data as possible, and each following component accounts
for as much of the remaining variability as possible. At each step, the PCA
tries to maximize the sum of correlation square with the original variables.
The process ends when all the factors have been extracted (Beguin 1979).
A PCA has been used in order to synthesize a lot of variables into few
factors. Basically, the aim was to divide several dozens of merchandises into
a small number of different sectors structuring the World economy. Thus, it
allows defining group of products without any a priori. The use of the first
components rather than the 70 merchandises to run the cluster analysis gives
much more coherent results since it has allowed to group similar products
together.
Cluster analysis with Ward’s method (HCT) is a hierarchical ascendant
classification designed to optimize the minimum variance within clusters
(Ward 1963). The purpose is to minimize the distance between individ-
ual members and group’s centroid. Individuals or groups are merging when
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Figure 18: Classification trees
they minimize the variance growth of distances within the group (Beguin
1979).
The major advantage of the Ward’s method, in comparison to others
hierarchical ascendant classification like single, complete or average linkage,
is clearly to minimize intraclass variance. As a result, strong differences can
be observed between a primary classification tree and a classification tree
with Ward’s method as illustrated on figure 18.
4.3 Application: Trade data 1994-96 and 2004-06
The first step of our method consists in regionalizing the World according to
the export structure. In order to achieve this first objective, we will begin by
a PCA to synthesize the structure of merchandises exports. Then, we will
make a cluster analysis in order to classify the blocks according to the first
components of the PCA analysis.
The PCA with the matrix A has enabled us to extract 35.8 per cent of
the total variance for the period 1994-96 (37.4 per cent in 2004-06). Only
the three first factors were kept because of the gap with the fourth factor
in terms of the variance which is accounted for. The first factor explains
17.5% (17.2 per cent in 2004-06) of the inertia and opposes the raw materials
(especially petroleum and gas) on the positive side and industrial goods
like machine tools, motors or car manufacturing on the other side. The
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Figure 19: Scheme of Factor Loadings - 2004-06 - Factor 1 (17.2%) vs Factor
2 (11%) - Export
second factor, which explains 9.8% of the total variance (11% in 2004-06),
opposes light industry (textile, electronics) below in the scheme (Figure 19)
to miscellaneous goods (chemistry) and some raw material (food especially)
at the top. The third factor explains between 8.5% (1994-96) and 9.5%
(2004-06) of the total inertia. It groups together some high technological
merchandise such as chemical products.
On the figure 20, we have mapped the first and second factors. The
first factor put in evidence the opposition between European and North
American countries in blue which mainly export industrial goods to African,
Latin American and Asian (except those on the Pacific Coast) countries in
red which specifically export raw materials. The second factor puts into the
fore the assembling countries (Southern Asia, Mexico, Maghreb and to a
lesser extent Mediterranean Europe).
On the base of the scores of each country on the three first components
of the analysis, we ran a cluster analysis. We can note that the hierarchical
classification tree is basically dividing between two parts: countries which
are mainly raw materials producers on the left side and those which are
mainly industrial goods producers on the right side. We have decided to
stop the aggregation process at a linkage distance of 5. So we have clustered
the World between ten regions; four raw materials regions and six industrial
regions.
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Figure 20: Cartography of factor scores 1&2 - 2004-06 - Export
The classification allows us to create a map of world regions according
of export structure for the two periods. In 1994-96, the cluster analysis
clearly shows the opposition between raw material producers (in blue and
grey tones) and industrial good producers (in yellow and red tones). A red
core in Northern America and Western Europe can be identified as well as a
dark orange core with Mexico and Eastern Asia’s countries (Figure 21). The
first one gathers countries which produce especially high technology goods
(chemistry, machine tools) whereas the second one groups together countries
with diversified manufacturing industries, including labour intensive indus-
tries. On the other side, there are several types of countries which constitute
the peripheries. Whereas some of them are hydrocarbons and ores produc-
ers (Middle East, Africa, Southern America), others are specialized in light
industry with high intensity of labour force (Southern Asia, Eastern Europe).
In the 2004-06 period, a strong contrast still exists between high tech-
nology good and hydrocarbons producers (Figure 22). Despite the fact that
the red core and the dark orange core are approximately the same than in
1994-96, countries like Turkey or Poland have been integrated into it (in the
same time, Mexico and Thailand are no more in the dark orange class). Two
main evolutions in the peripheries should be noticed. Firstly, the dark blue
class has gathered much more countries than 10 years before. It has to be
linked with the rise of petroleum prices which make that much more coun-
tries belong to the Petroleum and gas group. Secondly, most of Southern
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and Eastern Asia are now in orange tones which mean that they reinforce
their assembling functions in the world division of labour.
The second step aims at regionalizing the World according to trade flows:
firstly, between countries of the cores and secondly with periphery/core coun-
tries flows. An HAC with Ward’s method on country/country trade flows
between core countries enables us to divide the countries of center between
three classes: one in Northern America in red (with or without Mexico), an
other one in Europe in blue (including some Central European countries and
even countries like Belarus or Turkey) and a final one in green in the Asian
Pacific Coast (which includes Israel because of the similarity of external trade
between Israel and Japan toward USA).
Now that intra-cores regionalization is achieved, we can study trade flows
between all the peripheral countries and the three cores. We should mention
that we added a fourth class, rest of the World.
We used again an HAC with Ward’s method to classify peripheral coun-
tries according to the direction of their exports. According to the classifica-
tion tree, we’ve divided the World between six regions. Three of them are
cores with their areas of influence: Europe in dark blue, Northern America
in red and Eastern Asia in green. The Eastern Asia group gathers most of
the Eastern Asia countries as well as Middle East countries which provide
hydrocarbons to Japan and NIP. European region includes European coun-
tries of the core, Central Europe, Mediterranean countries and some African
countries. As for North America, it gathers ALENA’s countries, Caribbean
and Latin American countries as well as African hydrocarbons producers like
Nigeria or Gabon. An attenuated blue class groups some countries which ex-
port toward Europe as well as countries of the rest of the World (notably
Russia). The yellow class gathers countries which mostly make their ex-
portations to Brazil (Argentina, Uruguay, Bolivia, and Paraguay) or Russia
(Ukraine, Kyrgyzstan, Other CEI countries). Finally, the grey region gath-
ers countries which export towards one of the three cores and the rest of the
World; it’s a by default class. There is not any major switching between the
two periods. However, we can notice the change of PMA in Africa which
pass through from American area of influence to the grey class. Furthermore,
Balkanic and ex-USSR countries are in the European sphere of influence in
2004-06 whereas they were oriented toward Russia ten years before.
Some unexpected result should be pointed out. One of the most signifi-
cant example is the block PMA in Africa which makes part as the Northern
American group despite the fact that Europe is the main destination of their
exports. It could be explained by the fact that PMA in Africa and sev-
eral other countries are gathered together early in the tree because of their
trade orientation’s similarities. Each of the four blocks (PMA in Africa,
Bangladesh, Nigeria and Sri Lanka) make between a third and a half of their
exports toward Europe and Northern America.
The results we obtain seem to be promising and consistent with the
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Figure 21: Regionalization of World trade based on exportation’s structure
(Step D) - 1994-96 - All products - Export
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Figure 22: Regionalization of World trade based on exportation’s structure
(Step D) - 2004-06 - All products - Export
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Figure 23: Clustering of core’s countries (Steps E and F) - 1994-96 - All
products - Export
existing literature.
Scientific literature provides a lot of studies which try to divide the world
between cores and several types of peripheries. The geographers have devel-
oped since a long time some methods of regionalization in a center/periphery
approach. French planners developed the MIRABEL algorithm with tries to
determinate employment cores and their area of influence (Techer 1994).
Such a method would allow dividing the world in a core periphery approach
only according to the direction of the flows without taking into account the
export structure. Unfortunately this method is not reliable regarding our
purpose because of the necessity to calculate a degree of autonomy. Consid-
ering that we are working on a national level without taking into account
the intra-national relations, we could not calculate it.
Reynaud in his study, Société, espace et justice explains the concept of
socio-spatial justice and analysed the relation between cores and peripherals
areas (Reynaud 1981). He tried to discriminate several types of cores and
peripheries. At the end of his book, Reynaud had a go at regionalizing the
World according to his concept of socio-spatial justice (Figure 26). But this
regionalization is not based on a clear statistical methodology. Reynaud used
some variables like the population, the capital loan, the direct investment,
the exports, the imports but does not explain clearly the building of his
typology.
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Figure 24: Example of HCT (Ward’s method) in order to regionalize the
peripheries considering their relations toward the cores (Step F) - 1994-96 -
All products - Export
As for Snyder and Kick, they tried to regionalize the World on the base
of four economic and political criterion (trade flows, military interventions,
diplomats flows and bilateral treaties) thanks to a block-model analysis (Sny-
der and Kick, 1979). Even if their method is a little bit obscure, their re-
gionalization of the World in the sixties distinguish a core (blocks C and C’)
and several types of peripheries or semi-peripheries (Figure 27).
Their method could be useful to regionalize the World according different
criteria since it allows taking into account other aspects of core/periphery
relations than trade. But their method imposes to work with binary matrix,
which would oblige to impoverish our initial database. When working only
on one dimension, it is better to keep as much as possible the richness of
the initial information. But of course, working only on trade is only dealing
with one aspect of core/periphery imbalances.
4.4 Interest and limits for EuroBroadMap project
One of the objectives of Eurobroadmap is to confront subjective perception
of the world, and specifically of Europe, with objective measures of flows.
In this perspective the center/periphery approach is particularly relevant.
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Figure 25: Regionalization of World trade based on exportation’s destination
(Step H) - 1994-96 & 2004-06 - All products - Export
Figure 26: Regionalization of the World according to Reynaud (1981)
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Figure 27: Regionalization of the World according to Snyder and Kick (1979)
This approach supposes unequal relation between center(s) and periphery,
notably between Europe and its peripheries. In this context we proposed
divisions of the world which take into account these imbalances in the world
trade flows. It is of particular interest to cross these world classifications
with subjective perceptions of Europe.
This could be done by answering the two following questions:
• Is Europe, and the other centres, more important (better known, more
attractive, more repulsive. . . ) for residents of its influence area than
for the rest of the periphery (or the other center(s))?
• Which relation can be observed between the subjective perception of
Europe and the nature and intensity of the flows between the different
parts of the world and Europe? More precisely, does the domination of
Europe on its peripheries make it more attractive (as a land of “oppor-
tunities”) or more repulsive (as a land of “exploiter”)? In this perspec-
tive, it would also be very important to take into account migratory
flows.
Two kinds of empirical limits can be raised. Firstly, imperfect geograph-
ical breakdown could strongly influence some results. In addition, intra-
blocks trade could be very important and introduce some biases into our
analyses. Secondly, insufficient merchandise breakdown obliges to work with
heterogeneous sectors. For example, Japan and Philippines were always in
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the same class because of their specialization in electronic goods but it hides
the fact that the segments of production in which they are specialized are
dissimilar.
So, improvements can be achieved by using more disaggregated data on
both geographical and products fields. However, it would probably not solve
all the problems. To refine our approach, it would be necessary to take into
consideration at the same time the direction of the flows and the nature
of it rather than using the two steps analysis we opted for here. To take
again the Japan/Philippines example, to take into consideration the mer-
chandises structure of their bilateral trade would undoubtedly emphasizes
the technological superiority of the Japanese economy.
Statistical analyses should also consider imports rather than only focus-
ing on exports. Finally, a more relevant centre/periphery perspective would
integrate different types of flows and not only focus on trade. It would oblige
to use other methods than the one which is well adapted to trade data.
We can summarize the future improvements as follow:
• Taking into consideration imports for example by working with trade
balance by products rather than exports;
• Taking into consideration more refined range of products;
• Taking into consideration direction and nature of flows together rather
than successively;
• Crossing trade data analyses with other types of data to better fit the
centre/periphery approach.
It is worthy noticing that PCA has some limits, especially the fact that
some spatially coherent variables (such as gas and petroleum) - because of
their similar geography - are well taken into account by PCA and to a certain
extent determines the way other variables are taken into consideration. For
example, the first component isolates gas and petroleum as well as other
extraction products on the first component and opposes it to a diversified
range (but not homogeneous) of manufactured products which you do not
find in these primary producing countries.
As far as hierarchical cluster analyses are concerned, they raise problems
when trying to assess evolutions. By definition, cluster analyses provide
discrete classifications. Changes in the classification do not provide a good
picture of structural evolutions because they might be due to threshold ef-
fects. It means that adapted methods should be used to evaluate evolutions.
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5 Graph theory and network analysis
Section written by Laurent Beauguitte
The aim of this part is to present a couple of methods used on social
network analysis, to test it on two matrices (world trade 1994-96 and 2004-
06) and to examine if they can be useful to achieve the aim of the Work
Package Flows and networks which is to find “objective” divisions of the
world.
5.1 Concepts and bibliography
The social network approach is a method used mainly on sociology which
is based on mathematical theory of graph. The main idea is to focus on
relations between actors; an actor can be a person, a group, a state, etc. In
a same way, nature of the relation can be various from friendship relations
until world trade relations.
One as the main obstacle to its use is the heterogeneity of the vocabu-
lary used by different authors from different fields3. More important, some
common tools of social network analysis can hardly be applied to anything
else than social relations between individuals (i.e. betweenness).
Anyway, its application to world trade is not new and many articles used
it to create world divisions (Snyder and Kick, 1979, Smith and White 1992,
Kim and Shin 2002). If most of those articles use binary matrices, some
recent articles show that some partitioning methods can be used on signed
(Doreian 2008) or on valued networks (Nordlun 2007).
Centrality indicators can be very useful to describe relative positions of
actors in a graph. If many indicators exist, we’ll use only a couple of them
because they can be applied on relations between states, even if they have
been created to study relations between persons (Freeman 1977, Bonacich
2007).
One of the most relevant concepts of social network analysis for the
project EuroBroadMap are those of subgroups and of equivalence. A sub-
group is a set of actors (here states) which share most properties between
them than with the rest of the network (White et al. 1976). Studying the
equivalence of actors means that we look for the relational properties; it
helps creating sets of actors who have the same type of relations with the
same type of actors (Wasserman and Faust 1994).
All analysis was performed on Ucinet (Borgatti et al. 2005). The free
book from Hanneman and Ridddle (2005) is both a general introduction to
social network analysis and a tutorial for Ucinet.
3Sociologists look for cliques, physicists for communities and computer scientists look
for clusters. But these three words design the same object.
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5.2 Selected tools for world division
This presentation is made of three parts. In the first one, basic indicators
used to describe graph are presented. In a second part, I’ll explain how to
create world divisions with directed graphs (i.e.: the matrices are asymmet-
rical and Fij may be different from Fji). I’ll end with methods suitable for
undirected graphs (symmetrical matrices and Fij = Fji ).
Even if they cannot provide a world division, some indicators allow pre-
senting the general structure of the graph and the main properties of nodes
involved.
Starting from the most simple, the order of a network is given by the
number of nodes and its size is the number of links. The density is equal
to the number of ties present divided by the number of possible ties. The
degree of a node is the number of lines incident with a node. The geodesic
distance between two nodes is the shortest distance, generally expressed in
number of links, between two nodes.
The main way to divide a directed matrix is to look for equivalence of
nodes. Groups created will join nodes that share common relational prop-
erties. By definition, it’s only suitable for directed graphs. The CONCOR
method was one of the first used, it detects structural equivalence. The prin-
cipal is quite simple: the input is a binary matrix and iterated correlations
will create division in subgroups. Each iteration divides the matrix in two
sets. The advantage is that you get a hierarchical division of the world. But
there are two problems:
• It always splits a group in 2 subgroups, even if a division in 3 subgroups
would be more relevant
• Even if results are often readable, mathematical properties of this al-
gorithm are “not well understood” and “remain obscure” (Wasserman
and Faust 1994, p.380).
The REGE algorithm is more recent. Instead of looking for structural, it
looks for regular equivalence. Theoretically, it should perfectly fit with our
purpose.
If we deal with undirected graphs, we won’t be able to divide completely
the world. But we’ll easily be able to reveal the centre of the system and its
evolution. Looking for cliques4 will reveal the most connected part of the
network. It can be useful to complete it with an examination of k-plex and
k-cores5 because the definition of a clique is really strict and we could miss
possible highly connected subsets in the matrix.
4A clique is a maximal complete subgraph of at least three nodes. In other words, it
is the biggest group of nodes where all possible links are present.
5These wo notions relax the clique definition, allowing a given amount of links to be
absent.
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Figure 28: Export flows in 1995. Each link represents a value greater or
equal to 0.025% of world trade
5.3 Application to trade data
Results presented here concern four types of matrices, three of them derived
from the original ones. The input is valued directed matrices from database
CHELEM. But if some methods are convenient with directed networks, some
are not, so we’ll also use symmetrical matrices. More important, many
methods need binary matrix (directed or not).
We made many tests on different matrices to check methods available.
We first studied networks taking into account the size of the export and
trade flows. As most of these methods fit better with binary matrices, we
had to choose a cut point value. For the matrices of total exports in 1994-
96 and 2004-06, we put a zero when the value of the export was below
0.025% of the world trade, we put a 1 elsewhere. For the matrices of flows
(export + import) in 1994-96 and 2004-06, we took into account the 10%
more important values. Tests were made with different cut point values and
results were quite similar.
Figures 28 and 29 show these two types of networks. On each figure, the
size of the node depends on its degree (out-degree for directed graph). A
quick look allows to see which countries are important (big in the centre) and
which are not (isolate). But taking into account the size of the trade flows
causes a problem; graphs are disconnected, which prevent some measures;
and the number of isolate states is too important (nearly 20%). So methods
available did not gave great results with these graphs. We also noticed some
problems with the CHELEM database, especially with the XX ensemble.
The first graph is directed, the second is none; but they look quite sim-
ilar. On both, 3 kinds of countries appear; first, countries belonging to the
interconnected core of the graph; second countries related with only a cou-
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Figure 29: Trade flows in 1995. Each link represents a flow greater than
1500M US$
ple of other countries which suppose dependence; and third group, isolate
countries. The fact to take symmetrical flows does not change the general
structure of the network, and the number of isolate groups of countries re-
mains high.
To suppress size effect and to minimize the number of isolates, we used
another way to dichotomize the trade matrices; we put a 1 in cell when the
export flows was greater or equal to 5% of the total national export flows.
For example, Canada sends nearly 80% of its exports to USA so we put a 1;
on contrary, its exports to Germany represent only 1.3% of its total exports
so we put a 0.
To get a symmetrical matrix, with is useful to make other kinds of mea-
surement, we used the geometric mean of export and import between two
countries (see box 7).
For the symmetrical matrix, the cut-point chosen is lower (greater or
equal to 3% of total flow) which allows to get only a few isolates (less than
10% of total). Besides, the entity XX was deleted from the original matrices.
Figures 30 to 33 shows the network studied. Size of nodes is related with
the degree (in-degree for the first two networks)
Basic measures on networks and nodes
Dividing the world, looking for equivalence
When we study equivalence, we need directed graphs. Using methods to
partition graphs is useful because finding structures with 93 nodes and more
than 400 ties is quite difficult (Figures 30 and 31). We first used one of the
oldest methods available, the CONCOR one. As expected, the CONCOR
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Table 7: From directed to indirected matrix
Let’s take the export flows between Iceland and USA. Iceland sends
nearly 11% of its export to USA, while USA sends 0.03% of its export
to Iceland. One main flow for a country might be insignificant for the
other. Some easiest ways to symmetrise it is to take the minimum or the
maximum, in both case, it alters the significance of the flow.
Using the arithmetic mean will give a value of (11+0.03)/2 = 5.5% which
over estimates the importance of this trade flow.
A convenient way to symmetrise the matrix is to use the geometric mean.
In this case, we take the square root of their product M =
√
11 ∗ 0.03 =
0.6%.
Figure 30: Dominant export flows in 1994-96
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Figure 31: Dominant export flows in 2004-06
The hierarchy of world trade clearly appears on these graphs. A couple of
countries are dominating it; but some evolution is visible, like the rise of
China. Three kinds of countries appear; core of the system with high in
degree, a couple of medium size countries (Russia, Spain) and some countries
which trade only with few other countries.
Table 8: Basic indicators on the 4 matrices used
Export95 Export05 Import95 Import05
Order 93 93 93 93
Nb isolates 0 0 8 7
Size 417 438 185 217
Density 0.049 0.051 0.043 0.051
Av. dist.* 2.34 2.06 3.12 3.05
Av. dist.: average distance between reachable pairs
Getting 4 graphs of same size allows comparisons. The density is slightly
increasing, and, logically, the average distance decreases. But the general
structure does not move a lot; the number of isolates remains stable, which
could illustrate that a growing trade does not necessarily means a decreasing
of inequalities.
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Figure 32: Dominant trade flows in 1994-96
method, despite its inconvenient, provides a clear division based on world
trade (Figure 34). Regionalization seems interesting, not in terms of hierar-
chical positions, but in terms of relational properties. For example, Canada
and Mexico are in the same class because their dominant flow (from far)
is directed to the USA. Composition of class between 1995 and 2005 illus-
trates the major changes; the South African region separates itself from Sub
Saharan Africa; China and India joins the USA.
A more recent method presents less inconvenient and is thematically
more interesting because, instead of looking for structural equivalence (same
relations with same actors), the REGE method looks for regular equivalence
(same type of relations with same type of actors). We tested it first with the
original valued matrix (XX excluded), then with the binary matrix already
used (1 if export greater or equal to 5% of total flows). Some aggregations due
to the CHELEM database clearly caused a problem, especially sub Saharan
countries. Using valued matrices when the level of precision is not always
perfectly known is quite a challenge. Testing it with another database should
be useful to test its relevance.
Looking for the core(s)
On contrary with equivalence, what is needed here is undirected graph, so
we used matrices of dominant trade flows based on the geometric mean. The
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Figure 33: Dominant trade flows in 2004-06
Using the dominant trade flows gives a simpler image of this relational sys-
tem. Its hierarchy is more apparent, the strong core remains and so the
medium size countries. Regarding the periphery of the graph, two sub sets
emerge; countries related only with one or two other countries (Egypt, Alge-
ria) and isolated ones.
networks are quite dense so searching for k-plexes was useless. Cliques give a
good idea of sub cores in the system while k-cores show the hierarchy of the
world system. The evolution between 1995 and 2005 is marked by a greater
concentration; strong sub cores still exist in 1995, it’s less the case in 2005.
These two maps (Figure 35) shows changes in the hierarchy of world
trade. The main opposition is the one between poorly connected countries
(Canada, Mongolia) and highly connected ones. The emergence of the Mer-
cosur appears, as the decline of Russia. The MAUP problem still makes
difficult to comment the evolution of Sub Saharan countries.
5.4 Interest and limits for EuroBroadMap project
Methods from social network analysis perfectly fit to describe a system of
relations, the density of its core, or the intensity of relations in a system.
They are also really convenient to detect cores and sub cores in a network.
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Table 9: Basic indicators for binary exports matrices (export = 1 if greater
or equal to 5% of total)
Countries ranked per in-degree
1995 Indegree Outdegree 2005 Indegree Outdegree
Germany 67 8 USA 67 4
USA 53 3 Germany 47 7
Italy 35 4 France 33 6
UK 33 7 UK 30 6
France 31 6 Italy 28 5
Japan 29 4 China 28 3
Russia 15 4 Japan 19 4
Netherlands 12 5 AAA 11 6
China 12 4 Spain 11 5
1995 Indegree Outdegree 2005 Indegree Outdegree
Min 0 1 Min 0 1
Med 1 4 Med 2 5
Max 67 8 Max 67 8
Sum 417 417 Sum 438 438
Mean 4.48 4.48 Mean 4.71 4.71
CV 2.40 0.35 CV 2.16 0.32
St dev 10.69 1.54 St dev 10.12 1.52
Taking dominant export flows makes the evolutions less visible. But the rank-
ing remains interesting. Countries on the top of the system have a common
properties; the balance between in and out degree is high. In other words,
many countries are dependant from them to buy their exports, but the in-
verse is not true.
What seems harder is to detect peripheries. So, as far as we can say at this
point of our research, its utility to provide a complete world division is not
perfectly assumed, especially with the Map Areal Unit Problem created by
the CHELEM database.
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Figure 34: CONCOR method used on dominant exports flows (1995 left,
2005 right)
Figure 35: K-cores in 1995 (left) and 2005 (right)
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Conclusion
To conclude, it appears that all methods examined here can be divided in
three families:
• The international bilateral approach is based on the theoretical as-
sumption that state does still matter and are always major players in
the world economy. It ignores therefore the existence of Regional Trade
Agreement (RTA) and focus of relations of power that can be derived
from state-to-state trade exchanges. The methodological tool related
to this point of view is the method of dominant flows.
• The regional structural approach is based on the reverse assumption
that world economy is more and more organised in wide integrated clus-
ter of countries that can be related to RTA (like EU or NAFTA) but
also inherited from former historical period (former USSR) or related
to various forms of distance (cost of transportation, common language,
etc.). The methodological tools are related to gravity model assump-
tion, but with a specific focus on residuals of models that controls size
effects but not distance effects because they are part of the building of
structural regions.
• The centre-periphery approach focus on unequal relations of trade be-
tween countries, as part as a more general model of political and social
inequalities. From a methodological point of view, a two step ap-
proach is developed where countries of the centre are firstly identified
and countries of the periphery are derived in a second step according
to their dependency to the various cores of the World Economy.
Despite very different theoretical and methodological backgrounds, it ap-
pears that many convergences can be observed in the empirical results ob-
tained by each approach. We notice in particular the following empirical
discoveries:
• The world is not necessary divided in three dominant areas (the Triad)
in 1995 but rather in two major regions: Europe and its southern and
eastern neighbourhood versus the rest of the world.
• The organisation in three major areas is more obvious in 2005 with
the growing power of China and the building of an Asia-Pacific regions
more independent from USA.
• Sub-Saharan Africa but also Persian Gulf and Indian subcontinent are
areas that are difficult to assign to the major world regions and are
subject to strong fluctuations according to the method and the theory
that is applied. But in every case, there is a clear decline of European
influence in this parts of the world between 1995 and 2005.
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• The direction of trade flows has a strong influence on the results when
it is taken into account. The regionalisation obtained through the
analysis of export flows (dominant countries are the greater importer)
is generally not equivalent to the regionalisation obtained through the
analysis of import flows (dominant countries are the greater exporter).
• The disaggregation of trade flows by products reveals very different
patterns of regionalisation.
• The aggregation of countries that is used by the CHELEM database
(e.g. rest of Gulf, rest of subsaharian Africa) can heavily modify the
results of some methods as compared to a pure analysis at state level.
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